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Read the stanza carefully: 
         Fred is a very lazy frog 
         Who lolls all day upon a log?
         He always manages to shirk
         Doing a single stroke of work
         His poor old mother calls in vain

          “Come in and help!” he does not bother
         To move two inches, much preferring
         To be extremely hard-of-hearing.
         He lies there in a silent heap,
         And stays conveniently asleep.
        If a lady frog hops past 
        You’d think he would get up at last
        To bow, and help her on her way?

               But no, I am ashamed to say
        That when a lady frog comes by
        He does not open up one eye!
       
Answer the following questions:

a) What did the frog do all the day?

_________________________________

b) Besides lazy, what other words can you think of to describe the

_______________________________________

c) Complete the sentences with reference to the poem:

i) When the frog’s mother called him, he pretended to______________

ii)  When a lady frog hops by, he does no

d) Did you like the frog’s behaviour?

______________________________________

e) Give the suitable title of the poem:

_____________________________________
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log? 
manages to shirk 

single stroke of work 
His poor old mother calls in vain 

in and help!” he does not bother 
To move two inches, much preferring 

hearing. 
there in a silent heap, 

And stays conveniently asleep. 

You’d think he would get up at last 
To bow, and help her on her way? 
But no, I am ashamed to say 

comes by 
He does not open up one eye! 

Answer the following questions: 
What did the frog do all the day? 

__________________________________________________________

Besides lazy, what other words can you think of to describe the frog?

_______________________________________________________________

Complete the sentences with reference to the poem: 

When the frog’s mother called him, he pretended to______________

ii)  When a lady frog hops by, he does not even______________________

Did you like the frog’s behaviour? 

_____________________________________________________________

Give the suitable title of the poem: 

_________________________________________________________________
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________________________________________ 

frog? 

__________________________________ 

When the frog’s mother called him, he pretended to________________________________ 

t even______________________________________ 

___________________________________ 

____________________________________ 


